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Abstract—Duck typing provides a way to reuse code and allow
a developer to write more extensible code. At the same time,
it scatters the implementation of a functionality over multiple
classes and causes difficulties in program comprehension.
The extent to which duck typing is used in real programs is not
very well understood. We report on a preliminary study of the
prevalence of duck typing in more than a thousand dynamicallytyped open source software systems developed in Smalltalk.
Although a small portion of the call sites in these systems
is duck-typed, in half of the analysed systems at least 20% of
methods are duck-typed.

We call the cardinality of this set the duck-typing degree of
signature s. A call-site is duck-typed if it is the call site of a
duck-typed method. We define the degree of a duck-typed call
site as the number of duck-typed methods corresponding to
that call site.
In the light of the impact that duck typing has on program
comprehension, we investigate the prevalence of duck typing
in a large corpus of open source dynamically-typed software.
We pose the following research questions:
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RQ1) How diffuse are duck-typed methods and what is the
degree of the corresponding method signatures?
RQ2) How widely present are duck-typed call sites and
what is the degree of these call sites?

I. I NTRODUCTION

Duck typing was named after the “duck test”, by James
We analyse a corpus of more than 1000 software systems
Whitcomb Riley: “When I see a bird that walks like a duck developed in Smalltalk. Our analysis is static, i.e., we do not
and swims like a duck and quacks like a duck, I call that analyse the amount of duck typing at run time.
bird a duck”1 . Duck typing, also known as cross-hierarchy
Structure of the Paper. We first define the terminology in
polymorphism, refers to the implementation of methods that section II. Next we introduce our experimental methodology
have the same signature and belong to distinct classes that and the analysis infrastructure in section III. In section IV we
do not have a common superclass defining the method with report on our findings, and discuss the threats to validity in
the same signature [1]. It indicates that one variable may section V. We present the related work in section VI before
point to the objects whose types are unrelated, i.e., do not concluding the paper in section VII.
have a common parent understanding the methods invoked on
that variable. For example, any object that provides array-like
II. T ERMINOLOGY
operators such as indexing, i.e.,[], can be used in any code
In order to precisely define duck typing as we measure it,
where an array is expected. These additional methods are duckwe
introduce the following simple set-theoretical model.
typed. Duck typing is usually encountered in dynamically-typed
programming languages, although it can be simulated also in
statically-typed languages with the use of interfaces.
sigcs : CS → S
(1)
sup : C → C ∪ {⊥} (4)
Duck typing leads to functionality being scattered throughout
sigm : M → S
(2)
mets : C → P(M )
(5)
the code, which hinders program comprehension [2]. Combined
defm : M → C
(3)
with method overriding, it heavily aggravates program comprehension in dynamically-typed languages [3], [4]. For instance,
Given all source code of a system, C is the set of all classes
when programmers read a piece of code, they typically need
that are defined locally in the system, M the set of all methods.
to make assumptions about the possible types of the variables
S is the set of all signatures. CS is the set of all method call
used in it. Even though static type information would help a
sites in the system.
lot, duck typing introduces false positives in the result of type
Each method call site cs has the signature, sigcs (cs) (1).
inference algorithms [5].
Each method m has a unique signature sigm (m) (2), and is
We now define terms that will be used in the rest of the paper.
defined in a unique class c = defm (m) (3). Class c either
We say that a method is duck-typed if it has the same signature
has a unique superclass c0 = sup(c) (4) or does not have a
as another method, neither of which overrides a method with
superclass, i.e., sup(c) = ⊥. Each class c has a set of methods
the same signature of a common parent. We define intr(s)
that it defines mets(c) (5).
as the set of duck-typed methods with the same signature s.
We can now query the model to compute the metrics
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duck test
necessary to answer our research questions.
Preprint*

III. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
We analysed more than one thousand projects in
Smalltalk [6]. We chose Smalltalk as it is “pure” object-oriented
dynamically-typed language. Since it was designed in the ’80s,
the practice in duck typing usage should be well established.
Thus, the age of subject systems should not influence the results.
We study the projects in the SqueakSource repository used to
host the majority of open-source projects from both industry
and academia. The projects in this representative repository are
also used in an earlier study on polymorphism presence in the
Smalltalk [7]. In order to exclude student and toy projects, we
opt only for projects containing more than 50 classes. Out of
1850 cloned projects, we include 1,128 projects in this study.
These projects contain 125,825 classes and 1,637,228 methods
in total.
To analyse the code, we employed Ecco and Monticello as
parsers [8]. We traverse the body of every class in the system,
and collect the set of signatures that the class introduces:
{s ∈ S|s ∈ sigm (mets(c)) ∧ grok(sup(c), s) = f alse}.
We then construct the set of methods in a system that
have duck-typed signature, and measure the corresponding
degree, i.e., |intr(s)| for a signature s. Afterward, we traverse
the body of each method to collect the call sites cs for
which duck-typed(cs) = true, as well as their degree, i.e.,
|intr(sigcs (cs))|.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Our study reveals that 99% of the inspected Smalltalk
projects define and call duck-typed methods. We present a
detailed explanation of our findings in the following section.
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We use the function grok(c, s) to determine whether the class
c understands the signature s, either because it defines a method
m such that sigm (m) = s or inherits it from a superclass (6).
We define grok(⊥, s) = f alse, for any signature s. We also
use the function intr(s) to find all methods “introducing” the
signature s, i.e., methods m such that sigm (m) = s and not
overriding the method with the same signature (7).
A signature s is duck-typed if there are at least two classes
in the system defining methods that introduce signature s
i.e., signature s is not introduced by any superclass of these
classes (8). Consequently, elements of the set intr(s) are ducktyped methods and its cardinality represents the degree of the
signature s.
A call site cs is duck-typed if its signature sigcs (cs) is ducktyped (9). The degree of call site cs in regard to duck typing
is equal to |intr(sigcs (cs))|.
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Implementing duck-typed signatures in Smalltalk

A. Implementing duck typing
Figure 1 (a) shows the proportion of methods whose
signatures are duck-typed. While there are outlier projects with
more than 50% of methods being duck-typed, we generally
observe that:
• for half of the projects, at least one out of six methods
(17%) is duck-typed
• most of the analysed projects (about 75%) contain up to
22% of methods being duck-typed
We have also measured the degree of each of the ducktyped signatures, i.e., |intr(s)|. The results are presented
in Figure 1 (b). We can observe that:
• 75% of duck-typed signatures are implemented in up to
five distinct hierarchies, i.e., have a degree of up to five
• some outliers have more than 200 cross-hierarchy implementations
Based on this data, we can answer the first research question:
In half of the projects more than one out of six methods
are duck-typed, and 75% of the duck-typed methods have
degree of up to five.

B. Using duck typing
Figure 2 (a) presents the proportion of the call sites that
are duck-typed, i.e., the proportion of ducked-type method
calls. We establish that the average number of call sites in a
project is 6500. In few projects, more than 18% of call sites are
duck-typed which is surprising, but apart from this minority,
we can state that:
• In half of the analysed projects, between 0.55% and 15%
of call sites are duck-typed
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of running the software [9]. Yet, duck typing, together with
(b)
subtype polymorphism are frequently labeled as one of the
Degree of
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biggest obstacles for static type analysis and type inference in
Cardinality of duck-typed call-sites
call sites
particular [5].

We deem important, as future work, to perform empirical
studies that would explore in depth and quantify the actual
impact that duck typing has on program comprehension. As
600000
60000
static type information facilitates program analysis [10], we
think it is necessary to explore ways to improve simple type
inference algorithms, which suffer greatly in the presence of
400000
40000
(cross-hierarchy) polymorphism.
Most of the analysed duck-typed signatures have degree of
up
to five, that is, five independent class hierarchies define
200000
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the same method signature. IDE tools for dynamically-typed
languages usually employ the same algorithm that we have
used in this study [11], hence developers need to navigate
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definitions in unrelated classes in order to
understand the execution flow. We propose the need for tool
Fig. 2. Using duck-typed signatures in Smalltalk
support in the presence of duck typed methods specialised in
displaying up to five method implementations. This would be
useful, as developers would not have to open many navigation
In around 20% of the analysed projects, between 1% and windows and pollute working space [12]. Consequently, it
would decrease the number of navigation actions.
15% of call-sites are duck-typed

We have also measured the degree of duck-typed call
sites, i.e., |intr(sigcs (cs))|. Our findings are presented
in Figure 2 (b). Disregarding the outliers with degree of more
than 200, we observe that:
• 37% of duck-typed call sites have degree of two
• about 30% of duck-typed call sites have degree of three
or four
• about 28% of call sites have degree varying from five to
17
We can now answer the second research question accordingly:
All projects contain to some extent duck-typed call
sites. 80% of them have up to 1% of duck-typed call sites.
Degrees of these call-sites vary from two to more than
200.
C. Discussion
The average degree of a duck-typed call site is six. While
the degree of duck typing only considers newly introduced
duck-typed signatures, we do not explicitly explore subclasses
overriding these methods. Since we do not consider subtype
polymorphism in this study, this means that number of method
candidates for these call sites may be even larger due to method
overriding.
When analysing a call site that has commonly used method
signature, a developer is often reluctant to explore all the
method candidates statically, due to the possibly long list
of selector implementors [4]. This forces her to run the
code, if possible, in order to obtain the desired information.
Static type information would probably eliminate the cost

V. T HREATS TO VALIDITY
We have used a very simple algorithm based only on the
method signature to detect duck typing. Our analysis may
have over-estimated the actual presence of duck typing, and
it may be that more precise analysis would provide different
results. The best way to justify the results would be to use
dynamic analysis. However, collecting run-time information
for the studied corpus would be impractical due to the large
number of analysed projects.
Due to the experimental setup, in our analysis we do not
consider methods that are inherited and overridden from outside
a project, i.e., from libraries. This may produce false positives
in the case of methods that appear to be duck-typed, but actually
inherit from a common parent outside the studied project.
Since we analysed only open-source projects, we cannot
generalise our findings to proprietary software systems. Finally,
this study was dedicated to Smalltalk, and studying the presence
of duck typing in other dynamically-typed languages may yield
other insights due to different coding idioms.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
Duck typing has been analysed on a set of 36 Python
programs [13]. Based on the recorded run-types of variables,
the authors state that most variables are monomorphic, i.e.,
point to objects of only one type at run time. However, most
of the rest of the variables do point to the objects of unrelated
types, i.e., duck typing is used at run time.
We are not aware of any large-scale study concerning the
prevalence of duck typing. The most similar studies are those
regarding polymorphism usage in object-oriented code.
A recent study analysed polymorphism usage in Smalltalk
and Java, and found that polymorphism is more prevalent in

Smalltalk than in the Java corpus, and that it is omnipresent
in both analysed corpora [7].
One of the first conducted studies is about the relationship
between code maintainability and the depth of inheritance. Daly
et al. [14] found that inheritance facilitates code maintenance:
a system with three levels of inheritance is easier to understand
than an equivalent system with no inheritance. Cartwright et al.
confirmed the positive impact of inheritance on maintenance
time [15], while Harrison et al. discovered that a system without
inheritance is easier to maintain than the equivalent systems
with more than two levels of inheritance [16].
Tempero et al. performed a study about the usage of
inheritance in Java corpus [17]. Their work showed a high
usage of inheritance and the variation in the use of inheritance
between interfaces and classes. They also studied method
overriding in Java open source projects [18]. Their study
showed that most subclasses override at least one method
and many classes only declare overriding methods.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We performed an empirical study of duck typing on the
corpus of open source systems written in Smalltalk. We found
that nearly all projects define and use duck-typed methods.
We found that in half of the projects at least 17% of methods
are duck-typed, and that most of the corresponding signatures
have degree of up to five. These methods usually count for
less than 1% of call sites, but there are projects with almost
one fifth of duck-typed call sites, most of which have degree
of up to 17.
In order to precisely measure duck typing usage, we intend
to preform dynamic analysis on the part of the studied projects.
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